Cult of the Blue Crab
Synopsis
The small city of Shallow Bay is plagued by a gang of smugglers who sell contraband alcohol and luxury
foods to the people. The mayor’s expensive lifestyle has depleted the city coffers and the head of the
city guard orders his men (or some mercenaries, whichever role the players want to take) to investigate
the smugglers and put an end to their activities. Unbeknownst to most, the smugglers are a front for
a radical chaotic water cult that wishes to sweep earth free of “the wicked”. The money made with the
contraband is intended to buy better equipment and hire powerful allies for an expedition to the lost
Temple of the Chaos Elemental. By awakening this ancient evil can the cult take the first steps towards
their ultimate goal of destruction and mayhem.

Cult of the Blue Carb is an adventure suitable for any F20 game such as OGL
games, the 5th edition of a certain game or even the 13th edition from another age.
As such you need to scale the perils to your group as you see fit. The appendix on
page 9 gives some advice for this.

Adventure Start
The party is part of the city guard of Shallow Bay. The city guard has had trouble with a band of
smugglers for a while now. Recently, things have escalated when the smugglers sank a boat with
tollkeepers who tried to arrest the criminals. The mayor is outraged by this and has ordered the
smuggling operation to be stopped as a number one priority for the guard.
If you play this as a one-shot, you can ask a series of questions to establish the characters’ roles in the
game. If you do not like this approach, you need to find some way to put the PCs into the city guard of
Shallow Bay or involve them in some other way.
Why do you work for the city guard of Shallow Bay?
Did you know any of the men on the tollkeeper boat that was sunk by the smugglers? How do you feel
about their death?
Who of you is afraid of drowning?

The City of Shallow Bay
A lot of the action of this adventure will take place in the small city of Shallow Bay. Its 600 inhabitants
live mostly of fishery and trade. There is also a small dwarven presence which ensures a steady supply
of excellent weapons and armor for sale, as well as a few pieces of jewelry.

City Government
The city is run by hereditary Mayor Alfred Vishig, a vain and wasteful man. The mayor is not very
competent but can rely on an excellent advisor, the abjurer Jasper the Steadfast. Jasper is wise but has
problems with situations that require quick action, as he likes to analyze all facts first. The city guard is
headed by Captain Lucifer Cardona, a choleric man with a huge belly and bloodshot eyes. Cardona
passes on orders to his men but rarely takes a lot of interest in what is going on. The city guard consists
of 10 men and women, half of which patrol the waves.
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Services
The city is a minor trade hub and most goods can be bought here. Alazar’s Bazaar is a good place to
buy adventurers equipment at the normal price. There are also a few magical items, including a strange
stone hand of unknown purpose that is the showcase item of the store. Ungrimm Ironbender is a
dwarven mastersmith who sells excellent weaponry at normal prices. He is, however, notoriously
grumpy and not a friend of smalltalk. He has even thrown people out of his store who took too long in
choosing their arms or armor. Most food in the city is seafood and is sold from small mobile stalls. The
only tavern in town is the Drunken Sailor, a seedy dive known for knife fights and shady dealings.

Religion
The only temple in town is the Fishermen’s Temple, where the local seamen pray for protection. It
should be dedicated to some deity of the sea or, if it makes any sense at all, to a god that a PC adheres
to. The local priest, a woman called Serena Asiago, is a powerful matron who makes the most rowdy
sailor quiver in fright.
The upper class families pray to individual patron gods of their families in small shrines within their
houses. A small minority revers nature spirits and heeds the advice of Eibon Blackleaf, an ancient
druidic healer who frequently visits the city.

Other Notable Personalities
Brunt is an old sea hand and the unofficial leader of the fishermen. He makes sure that the upper
classes do not exploit the fishermen and has been known to organize beatings for people who did not
show proper respect to his kin. Brunt get informed about everything going on in the city and his advice
is typically taken as an order by his followers.
Seylan is a fanatical preacher of an unidentified god. He riles against the corruption of the mayor and
his retinue and tries to instigate revolt. Seylan has hair red as fire and a huge, wild beard. He has been
known to heal the needy but never without a lengthy sermon about the evil of material possessions.
He is a particular enemy of Lady Aurelia, the owner of a local house of pleasure.
Lady Aurelia is a brunette with fiery eyes and a genuine hunger for pleasures of all kinds. She owns an
ancient villa just outside the city where she provides courtesans of all sexes and many different races.
She tries to stay out of trouble but is mostly unsuccessful.

Common Folk
The common folk of Shallow Bay are mostly fishermen, traders or craftsmen. The upper class lives
mostly off the money they make by renting out buildings, ships, or other equipment or through money
lending. Most people are human but there are a few dwarves and a few people with some elven blood.
Typical names are Lugo, Tany, Severo, Metaso or Myra. If you need some further details for a person,
roll on the table below.
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Motivation
Get rich
Avoid creditors
Relax from hard work
Serve the gods
Join the city guard
Build the best boat ever

Trait
Worried
Distrustful
Extroverted
Helpful and kind
Short tempered
Impatient

Look
Scar on face
Gaudy clothing
Huge nose
Missing ear
Winning smile
Smells of salted fish
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The Cult of the Blue Crab
The Cult of the Blue Crab is dedicated to an evil elemental lord on the plane of water. This creature
grants powerful magic in return for blind obedience. Most of the cult members are not aware of the
apocalyptic plans of the cult and see it just as a way to get rich or take revenge on their enemies. The
cult is led by the “Duchess of Water”, a broken and spiteful creature. The Duchess was deeply hurt by
humanity and now seeks to destroy all life in an all-encompassing flood.

Members and Allies
The cult consists of a series of people from very different backgrounds. Each one has their own
motivation but the velvet fist of the Duchess keeps them united for now.
Lucy Barnacle, Duchess of Water: Lucy was a young innocent girl before
being abducted and raped by pirates. Afterwards, they threw her into the
sea to drown. However, Lucy’s pleas for help were heard by the evil lord of
water and she returned as an undead priestess of considerable power. Lucy
is still very naïve and playful but when angered lashes out with her full
magical force. She acts as the head of the cult and the others respect her for
being a favorite of their vile god.
Smugglers: There are 5 human smugglers who are part of the cult. They come from other cities so they
are not known in Shallow Bay. The lot of them are better seamen than fighters. Their names are Hans,
Senshi, Robért, Hummer, and Alberta. Since these people are cannon fodder, they are not described
in detail, however, you can use the table below to roll up some details for them. (Roll three times per
person.)
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Motivation
Escape poverty
Punish old enemies
Flee arranged marriage
Admires the duchess
Hopes to steal from cult
Evade justice for past crime

Trait
Fearless
Heavily drugged
Calm as the sea
Vocally fanatical
Rapidly shifting moods
Elated at flood, depressed at ebb

Look
Scar on face
Broken nose
Eyepatch
Wave tattoo
Missing teeth
Smells of salted fish

Sahuagin Mercenaries: There are 3 sahuagin mercenaries who mostly stay in the water and provide
underwater security to the smugglers. The lot of them consists of bloodthirsty females who are only
in it for the human meat they are fed.
Fettered Water Elemental: Lucy has conjured a water elemental and has bound it to
her service using a collar of elemental binding. The water elemental is little more than
an automaton. Despite this, it is reluctant to go on dry land. If freed of its collar, it will
dissolve and return to its home plane, finally freed of the taint of evil. The water
elemental has some rudimentary intelligence and will be thankful if freed but unable
to help in any way as it cannot stay on this plane any longer.
Shill: This satyr is not part of the cult but acts as an intermediate in selling the
smuggled goods. Shill resides in the woods near the old Wizard’s statue. He is
extremely laid back and lazy. He is also quick to compliment any female for her
beauty (regardless of her looks). Shill abhors violence and will flee rather than
fight. The cult does not trust him with any details and does not care much about
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his well-being. Shill only knows when and where to meet the smugglers for the next exchange.
The Blue Crab: This giant crab is controlled by the sahuagin and is used to
attack any intruders to the smugglers’ cove. It is a hungry cantankerous
beast and if its handler is killed will either flee or go into a blood frenzy. The
crab is not very intelligent but quite tasty if boiled.
Count Alphonse de Gusta: de Gusta is a hydrovampire – a creature which
drains the water of living beings by touching them. The count is a regal man,
proud of his station, snobbish, and aloof. He is also a renowned sellsword. At
the beginning of the adventure, he resides in the local inn and whiles away his
time by playing cards. Later, when the cult has enough money, he will join
them, unaware of their ultimate goals. He is motivated by money and will turn
upon the cult for a better opportunity.

Modus Operandi
The Cult of the Blue Crab has the following ongoing activities, which the party might stumble upon or
find through rigorous research.
Retrieve smuggled goods: Every new moon, a black unlit ship anchors a mile off the coast. Operated
by sour-faced turbaned men of alabaster skin, the ship holds various spices, alcohols, and other exotic
food. The smugglers go out in 2 boats, protected by the sahuagin to attack any interlopers from below.
The crab will swim under the boat and support the sahuagin.
Sell goods via Shill: Every week, the two of smugglers meet Shill and give him new goods in exchange
for the money he made. Shill himself is paid in alcohol and food. The meeting takes place at night. Shill
is known in town as a source of cheap exotic goods in the right circles. His security is quite lax; he is
not very careful with potential customers who come to see him.
Buy weapons and hire mercenaries: When the cult has enough money, they will buy better weapons
and hire mercenaries (see ‘Escalation’ on page 4). They buy the weapons from Ungrimm Steelbender,
the local dwarven weaponsmith. Count de Gusta will be hired in the local inn. All transactions are
concluded by Lucy herself, magically disguised as tall stranger in a long coat.
Discourage investigations: If the cult finds out that somebody is investigating them, they will hire five
local thugs to kill the investigators. Again, Lucy arranges the deal this time disguised as the head of the
city watch.

Escalation
As the cult gets richer, it starts to buy more weapons and hire additional people. Eventually, it will start
an expedition to the lost Temple of the Chaos Elemental in order to raise that terrible entity and wreak
havoc upon the world. It is up to you how to escalate the steps. Some RPG systems grant the GM
special moves, points etc. to escalate. You could do it random (1 in 1d6 per day) or you could progress
logically (one escalation after every successful deal).
Stage 1 - Buy Weapons: The cult buys halberds and chainmail for the smugglers who upgrade from
their long knives. The smugglers will not wear chain while on their boats but while they guard their
base.
Stage 2 – Hire de Gusta: The count will be hired and takes up residence in the crystal cave.
Stage 3 – 2nd Elemental and Expedition: Cult members led by de Gusta break into Alazar’s Bazar and
steal the stone hand, which is an important artefact for the cult to revive a powerful elemental
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creature. Afterwards, Lucy conjures a second elemental and the cult moves towards the lost Temple
of the Chaos Elemental where they will add the hand to the statue in the Central Sanctum during a
ritual (see page 7).

Places of Interest
Old Wizard’s Statue
Deep in the woods is an old statue of a wizard. Nobody remembers who that person was or what he
achieved. It is situated in a protected clearing and the Satyr Shill has set up his camp there. People who
to buy things from him come there but typically Shill is alone.
Treasure: The contraband in Shill’s bag is typically worth anything between 50 and 200 gold pieces. It
is, however, not legal to sell in the area of Shallow Bay.

Smugglers’ Cove
The smugglers reside in this remote cove that is too far from the city to see much traffic. They will
pretend to be fishermen but if things escalate, the sahuagin sniper (see map below) will emerge from
hiding and blow his whistle to summon the blue crab. The smugglers will not fight to the death but
would rather flee if under serious pressure. All of them know the underground cave as they go there
to deliver money and to worship frequently.
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Water Cavern
Hidden beneath smugglers’ cove lies the cave with the cult’s inner sanctum. Here they conduct their
rites and hide their most powerful members. The entryway to the throne room is hidden by a vortex.
The cultists use ropes to get in an out – swimming against the waterfall is quite difficult.
Treasure: In the throne room is a box hidden beneath the throne were the cult’s money is stored.
Typically, you can find 200 gold pieces here, as well as one or two random magic items. (If you want,
there can also be documents that describe the location of the lost temple of the Chaos Elemental as
well as the ritual to conjure it.)
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Lost Temple of the Chaos Elemental
There are different ways to find this place – documents found in the cult hideout, interrogation of cult
members, or stealthily following the cult expedition as it goes there. In fact, the adventure can be
considered complete if the party manages to wipe out the cult (see page 9). On the other hand, you
can let them find some information about this place and let them destroy it for good.
Cult activity: The temple is a basic dungeon, unless the cult members arrive there shortly before or
after the PCs. The cult will try to go for the central sanctum but they have underestimated the
opposition found here. Assume that they will be able to defeat the snake (losing 1d3 smugglers during
that fight). However, the spectres give them pause. The cult will be involved in a hit-and-run battle for
some while. Should the PCs arrive a long time after cult, assume that the cult defeats the spectres but
sacrifices most spells and 50% of their hit points to do so. The cult will be at full strength again after a
full rest. After that, they will start the ritual to raise the chaos elemental.
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Opposition: The dungeon’s first line of defense is a flesh golem snake. If this relentless defender of the
temple is destroyed, the six specters trapped in the sarcophagi will be released. These creatures will
roam the tunnels in search of intruders. If one of them finds the party, it will call the rest and they will
attack in unison.
Treasure: The treasure chamber contains coins and gems worth 1000 gold pieces. There is also a minor
magic sword that deals extra damage against elemental creatures and a shield that can negate fire
damage once per day.
Central Sanctum: The central sanctum contains the chaos elemental bound into a statue of stone that
is missing one hand. A 20 hours ritual during which the missing hand (currently residing in Alazar’s
Bazar in Shallow Bay) is reattached can awaken the creature. By opening one or two of the elemental
tanks, the caster decides upon the nature of the elemental. It can rise as fire, water, air, earth, magma
(fire and earth), mud (earth and water), mist (air and water), or smoke (air and fire). Other
combinations are not possible. The creature is not controlled by its summoner but is inclined to listen
to their wishes, especially if these involve widespread destruction. Another ritual (also 20 hours and
also needing the stone hand) can banish the entity from this plane for 100 years and one day.
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Player Actions and Cult Reactions
There are different ways to get to the cult and also different actions the cults will take in response. Not
every idea the players come up with can be addressed here but some basic guidelines are given.
Spot and intercept smugglers while meeting the ship: Through divination, analysis of the time when
the guard boat was sunk, or simply waiting patiently the party can find out when the smugglers are
supposed to meet the black ship the next time. They can use a boat of their own to intercept the
smugglers. The resulting nocturnal fight on the sea will involve the smugglers on their two boats, the
sahuagin and the giant crab. Survivors can be interrogated to locate the smugglers’ base which is now
a lot less well-defended. The cult will react to this as to any attack (see below).
Ask around: Asking around will quickly point the party to Shill. The cult has no spies in the city, so they
will not know about this investigation.
Interrogate Shill: Shill is not brave enough to keep a secret but he does not know much about the cult.
He only knows that the smugglers will come to meet him every week at a fixed time. The party can
intercept the two smugglers who come with goods and interrogate them as well or follow them to
Smugglers’ Cove. The cult will react to this as to any attack if the smugglers do not return after 8 hours
(see below).
Attacks that do not wipe out the cult: Any attacks that leave important cult members alive will cause
an investigation of the attacker and a strike in retribution. This will be a surprise attack, preferably at
night when the party is not in armor. If the cult still has its main treasure, they will use it to hire
additional thugs (a group of bugbears from the forest). The cult can use the following approaches to
find its assailants:
·
·

Cast divination magic to find out the nature of the attackers, especially if some of the party’s
blood was spilled.
Pay informers in Shallow Bay to report any publically available information, e.g. any nosy
questions the party asked

Ending the Adventure
For the superiors of the PCs, the adventure ends when they put an end to the smuggling operations.
However, the players might wish to act upon certain hints about the lost temple (pg. 7) to stop the
threat of the water cult forever. This lead to a further expedition and other perils. While they will not
get support for these activities, their superiors will also not hinder them, being happy with their
previous success. A destruction of the chaos elemental will put an end to the elemental threats
menacing Shallow Bay and might bring further rewards from a god-aligned church or the druid orders.
You should award XP and equipment gifts as you deem suitable for your campaign

Appendix
This appendix provides some guidelines on how to adapt this game to different RPG systems and
playstyles.

Adventure Length and Style
One Shot: If you wish to play this adventure in one evening, you can remove any clues pointing towards
the lost temple of the chaos elemental. The cult will not be ready to go there, so this part will never
show up. Without the second part, the adventure should take about 4-5 hours.
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Story-Driven Drama: In the adventure as written, the players can prevent the cult from moving into
the lost temple of the chaos elemental. If you find this anti-climatic, you can add some more monsters
to the smuggler’s hideout (more elementals and hydrovampires for example) and have the main team
(Lucy and de Gusta along with some smugglers) already on their way. The PCs will encounter them as
they enter the temple. Also, you can add cult members any time the party rests.
Mini-Campaign: Other elemental cults might be on the look-out for the temple of the chaos elemental.
After the water cult is defeated, these other cults will interfere with the PCs. These tales will most likely
be part of future releases.

General Scaling Considerations
Taking the adventure as written, there might be some scaling issues with your particular game. For
example, you should consider adapting the amount of treasure found to the economy of your
particular game system. 200gp are a fortune in one game and pocket money in another. The same
goes for the monsters encountered.

5th Edition
This adventure probably works well at level 3 or 4. I recommend to use the following monster stats:
Lucy Barnacle: The duchess of water is a 6th level cleric. She is human but has undead traits.
Smugglers: Use Thug stats. At later stages of the adventure they wear chain mail and wield longswords.
Sahuagin Mercenaries: These are standard sahuagin. One of them is equipped with a crossbow.
Fettered Water Elemental: A regular water elemental. If the collar is damaged, the elemental returns
to its plane.
The Blue Crab: Use Chuul stats but remove the tentacles and the sense magic ability.
Count de Gusta: Use Vampire Spawn stats. Instead of a bite, de Gusta drains water from the body.
Anybody killed this way looks like a dried husk. Also, the count has none of the vampire weaknesses.
Flesh golem snake: Use flesh golem stats.

13th Edition
In some future, age the designers of 3rd and 4th edition will re-unite to create the OGL-based High Priest
Engine that powers the 13th edition. The adventure is scaled for level 3-4.
Icon Tie-Ins: The druid is quite unhappy about the rumors of evil elemental cults. She uses Eibon
Blackleaf to support those fighting the cults. The lich has created the defenses of the lost temple long
ago and would be quite unhappy to see the Chaos Elemental rise again. Other evil icons (diabolists and
crusader) do not like this new competition for evil. The good icons also oppose the cult. Some say that
the shadow is also taking strong interest in these events, although for what end is hard to know.
The following monster stats can be used with this adventure:
Lucy Barnacle: Lich Baroness. The phylactery is a glass vial hidden in the crystal room
Smugglers: Human Thug.
Sahuagin Mercenaries: Standard sahuagin
Fettered Water Elemental: Use gelatinous tetrahedron stats but replace acid with drowning damage.
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Blue Crab: Bulette with swimming instead of burrowing.
Count de Gusta: Vampire spawn. Instead of a bite, de Gusta drains water from the body. Anybody killed
this way looks like a dried husk. Also, the count has none of the vampire weaknesses.
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